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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 
JOB TITLE:  Chief Firearms Officer, Firearms Response Unit 
GRADE:  J 
SALARY RANGE:   
REPORTS TO: Superintendent, Specialist Operations 
 
 
1. JOB PURPOSE: 
 
To manage and lead the Firearms Response Unit including strategic planning, directing and monitoring 
day-to-day investigations and preventative services and will serve as subject matter expert in areas that 
may include defensive/non-lethal force tactics, room entry tactics, small unit tactics, physical 
fitness/wellness, emergency medical care, suspect apprehension and control techniques, risk 
management, mission planning, personal security detail operations, communications, security awareness 
and threat prevention, surveillance and surveillance detection.  
 
2. RANGE OF RESPONSIBILITY/DIMENSIONS 
 
The Chief Firearms Officer will be responsible for managing the provision of highly visible and covert armed 
security to complement existing policing programs responding to all levels of security and potential 
emergency needs and must ensure proper deployment strategies and monitor performance of FRU 
members under span of control.  
 
3. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTABILITIES 

 
I. Management of Resources (85%) 

 
i. Identify and respond to emergency situations including in-progress acts of violence, crisis, 

weapons incidents, explosive incidents, natural disasters and a wide range of issues posing a 
hazard to lives and/or property using the appropriate escalation of force up to and including armed 
response by following established protocol. 

ii. Act as team lead managing emergency situations and coordinating team investigations including 
but not limited to securing crime scene to prevent further loss or damage, advising personnel of 
threats and potential threats, summoning emergency responders to the incident, and initiating and 
conducting evacuation procedures as required. 

iii. Supervise and mentor a team of firearm officers ensuring maintenance of proficiency in the use of 
all assigned protective equipment, restraint devices, and weapons, highlighting for training and 
development as required.  

iv. Develop and implement scenario based and other learning techniques, compiling action plans and 
standard operating procedures for the FRU in alignment with international best practices. 

v. Develop annual strategic threat and risk assessment (STRA) for Cayman Islands, reviewing and 
updating every six (6) months to be used as an aggregated collaborative national STRA. 

vi. Develop effective national and regional partnerships with other agencies and organizations to 
ensure the effective use of legislation and range of resources available to ensure proactive 
management. 
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II. Continued Improvement (10%)  

i. Provide leadership, mentoring, coaching, guidance and support to FRU in order to maximize 

the development of team members and ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of the unit. 

ii. Continuously apply best practices and up-to-date methodologies to facilitate efficiency, 

effectiveness and continuous improvement of the FRU. 

iii. Support integration of emerging tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP) and lessons 
learned that sets the foundation for proactive management of the FRU. 

 

III. Other (5%)  

i. Perform any other duties in line with the role and grade as reasonably requested by 

management. 

 
4. ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 

 

 
 

5. BACKGROUND INFORMATION  
 
The mission of the RCIPS is to make the Cayman Islands a peaceful place to live, a safe place to visit, a 
secure place to conduct business for both residents and visitors. 
 
The objective of the Firearms Response Unit will be to systematically add value and keep our islands safe 
from external and internal threats through responding to calls for service as well as proactive patrols.  
 
6. KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS 
 
The post holder must possess: 
I. A minimum of six (6) years’ experience as a law enforcement officer with at least two (2) years as a 

team leader or supervisor of a tactical police response unit. 
II. Strategic Firearms Command Accreditation. 
III. Specialist Firearms Officer Accreditation in Hostage Rescue and interception tactics would be 

preferred. 
IV. Leadership Certification would be an asset. 
V. Certificate in Security Risk Management would be an asset. 
 
The post holder will be required to demonstrate: 
I. Strong interpersonal, communication, analytical, problem solving, risk management and conflict 

resolution skills. 
II. Ability to remain calm and professional in stressful or emergency situations, taking control as required; 
III. Ability to act with integrity and impartiality, observing strict confidentiality whilst maintaining the values 

and ethical standards of the Police Service. 
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IV. Comprehensive knowledge of security and policing concepts, principles, and practices, security risk 
management, crisis management, firearms and tactical training to coordinate and effectively manage 
the application of protective and personal security and surveillance for the FRU. 

V. Sound knowledge and understanding of laws, regulations, precedents and legal law enforcement 
codes including United Nations Charter on Human Rights. 

VI. Awareness of the operations of the Cayman Islands Government, its personnel, processes and 
systems; 

VII. Experience using Microsoft Office applications, including Outlook, Word, Excel and Power Point.   
 

7. COMPETENCIES 
 

I. Building Capabilities 
i. Understand roles and responsibilities of individuals and teams and the impact on customer 

service; 
ii. Ensure the identification and planning of expectations to facilitate active management of learning 

and development to support the organization’s objectives, providing mentoring, coaching and 
guidance as required and 

iii. Support stretch opportunities for individuals to increase capability and capacity. 
 

II. Delivering Results 
i. Ignite passion, pace and drive within the team to ensure effective and efficient service delivery; 
ii. Translate and communicate strategic objectives into action providing support and guidance to staff 

and customers;  
iii. Set standards of quality and timeliness holding employees accountable for their delivery, 

addressing performance issues as they arise; and 
iv. Create an environment conducive to employee engagement, identifying and resolving issues to 

ensure continuous improvement. 
v. Challenge the status quo, displaying confidence in decision making; 
vi. Celebrate the achievement of successful delivery of outcomes. 
vii. Support the strategic goals of the RCIPS by delivering a professional Firearms Response Unit. 

 
III. Working Together 

i. Create and ensure a diverse and collaborative working culture which encourages openness, 
transparency, respect and trust; 

ii. Seek and recognize synergies and work collaboratively with partners to identify ways to achieve 
government objectives and improve outcomes; 

iii. Display flexibility and adaptability; 
iv. Actively engage stakeholders and consider feedback in decision making; 
v. Hold regular team meetings reinforcing expectations and reviewing priorities; 
vi. Consistently model appropriate professional behaviours and 
vii. Lead and manage the team to achieve high performance through the development of clear and 

SMART team and individual objectives. 
 

8. ASSIGNMENT AND PLANNING OF WORK 
 
The post holder is responsible for planning and organizing his/her own work as well as direct reports and 
will be required exercise professional judgement in the planning and execution of the FRU’s day-to-day 
operations under the direction of the Superintendent, Specialist Operations.  
 
All assignments will be within the nature, scope and goals of the RCIPS. The post holder will be expected 
to contribute to the long term strategic planning, priority-setting and service delivery of the FRU and RCIPS 
making recommendations to enhance systems, tools and practices using their initiative and judgement. 
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9. SUPERVISION OF OTHERS 
 
The Chief Firearms Officer will be responsible for supervising the Firearm officers within the FRU including 

Sergeants and Police Constables.  

 
10. OTHER WORKING RELATIONSHIPS 

 

The Chief Firearms Officer is required to establish effective working relationships with internal and external 

stakeholders, both locally and internationally with integrity, objectivity, competence and due professional 

care at all times as part of the FRU. 

 
11. DECISION MAKING AUTHORITY AND CONTROLS 

 

The post holder will be required to exercise professional, independent judgement and make decisions 
balancing of risks, costs and benefits in accordance with the principal accountabilities of the post and in 
this public interest. Any projects assigned will be within the overall guidelines established by government 
regulations and legislation, under the direction of the Superintendent, Specialist Operations and other 
Senior Management. 
 

12. PROBLEM/KEY FEATURES 
 
The position will have one of significant pressure that presents the post holder with frequent urgent 
demands, requiring him/her to be flexible in order to manage multiple projects and ensure delivery of high 
quality, technical work, whilst adhering to professional standards, timescales and budgets. 
 
13. WORKING CONDITIONS 
 
The fast paced, multitasking environment requires the post holder to adapt to change.  The nature of the 
work will bring the post-holder into regular contact with highly pressured, highly sensitive and complex 
matters in varying surroundings. 
 
 

 
AGREED BY: 
        
 
Post Holder:  ____________________________   Date: __________________ 
 
 
Commissioner:  ____________________________   Date: __________________ 
  
 
 

 
 


